
Powering the
Strategic PMO 
Integrated Financials & Connected  
Portfolios Drive Increased ROI



Step 1: Integrating investment planning &  
controls across the PPM lifecycle.
This crucial first step provides the financial transparency and intelligence needed to make 
informed decisions and maximize ROI from every dollar invested in projects and programs.  
By eliminating the need for Excel and bridging the gap between ERP and PPM systems, 
UMT360 helps PMOs spend less time manually reconciling data and building reports and 
more time analyzing the portfolio and taking corrective action. These controls also enable 
organizations to:

Gain complete visibility across all enterprise investment requests 
and streamline capital planning.
Project requests can originate from anywhere in the company. With demand exceeding 
capacity, executives are under increasing pressure to improve portfolio selection and 
optimize scarce resources. UMT360’s powerful demand management and governance 
controls help PMOs gain complete visibility across all enterprise investment requests and 
streamline capital planning.

• Consolidate project requests, standardize business case development and quickly identify 
redundant initiatives

• Build accurate and reliable cost and benefit estimates to gauge financial contribution
• Effectively compare investments through derived metrics like Strategic Yield, ROI, Risk, 

and more, to improve portfolio selection
• Streamline departmental budgeting and maintain an auditable record of all funding approvals

Despite significant investments in Project Portfolio Management 
(PPM), companies are still not realizing the anticipated results. 
Unreliable planning, cost overruns and high project failure 
rates could be costing organizations up to 46% of the planned 
business value from their project and program portfolios.

PMOs interested in reversing this trend must focus on more 
than just project execution. They must recognize that projects 
are actually strategic business investments, take strategic 
responsibility for managing those investments and adopt the 
appropriate tools to drive this transformation. UMT360’s 
Enterprise Portfolio Management solution helps power the 
strategic PMO by addressing two crucial areas: 1.) digitalizing 
investment planning and controls and 2.) connecting portfolios 
within the context of the total enterprise.

“What UMT360 brought 
was a simplified, 
automated, fast method 
of boiling down a vast 
universe of data to a 
meaningful subset on 
which executives could 
make decisions.”

Carl Souchereau 
Former Director of Enterprise Project 

Management Office, TransAlta



Automate status reporting to track project performance and derive variance analysis.
For most companies project status reporting is a logistical nightmare, with analysts spending 
too much time manually reconciling data from multiple systems and building management 
reports. UMT360 automates status reporting, ensuring PMOs can dedicate more time to 
portfolio analysis. 

• Standardize performance indicators to track project and program performance
• Import actual cost data from ERP systems and capture accruals and remaining costs
• Compare budget, actual and forecast costs to derive variance metrics 
•  Approve status reports and dynamically build management reports and dashboards

Deliver insights to help you analyze the portfolio and re-allocate funds to maximize ROI.
Over-estimating and optimistic cost forecasts can result in funds being held hostage across 
the portfolio, causing unanticipated underspends. UMT360 provides PMOs with the financial 
intelligence needed to go beyond annual planning and proactively gauge the economic 
impact of underperforming projects, so they’re able to take action and reallocate funds to 
maximize ROI.

• Utilize Strategic Yield as an early warning indicator to assess project, program and 
portfolio investment performance

• Manage change requests to elicit incremental funds or giveback budget shortfalls to be 
reinvested across the portfolio

• Continuously analyze portfolios and dynamically manage re-allocation decisions to  
cancel, cut scope, commit more funds or approve new projects to maximize ROI and improve budget utilization

• Accurately forecast total spend for the portfolio based on current financial performance and historical averages

Measure results from a benefits realization framework and drive accountability.
Too often, the business case is used only once in the project lifecycle – to secure funds. The 
PMO rarely goes back to determine whether the project delivered the intended results or 
document important lessons learned to identify inefficiencies and improve PPM processes. 
UMT360 goes beyond the traditional PPM lifecycle to establish a benefits realization 
framework to measure results and drive accountability.

• Track benefits at the project, program or portfolio level and quickly identify investments 
that fail to realize revenue projections and meet cost reduction and avoidance targets

• Compare completed costs with original estimates to calculate estimating accuracy by project
• Utilize powerful surveys to document lessons learned and identify opportunities to improve 

governance processes
•  Maintain metrics that include budget utilization, estimating accuracy, failure rates and cost  

overruns to benchmark and track portfolio performance

Step 2: Connecting portfolios to drive  
enterprise context & insight.
Once investment planning & controls are integrated across the PPM lifecycle, the next step in 
the PMO’s transformation is to simply acknowledge that projects don’t exist in a vacuum. With 
UMT360, projects are easily connected to the business capabilities, products and IT assets 
they impact. The result is a dynamic blueprint across all investments, providing the necessary 
enterprise context that enables the Strategic PMO to:

• See beyond the project portfolio to gain visibility across all enterprise portfolios to better 
understand what’s consuming scarce resources

• Gain insight across 100% of operational and discretionary spend to streamline budgeting 
and forecasting

• Build multi-year transformation roadmaps and more easily gauge the cross portfolio impact  
of proposed and inflight initiatives
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